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CLIENT PROFILE

SGA Productions creates events and live experiences with a focus on family. Part of the MGA 
Group, and with offices in both Redhill and London, SGA work at bringing life to events hosted 
by the variety of big brands on their roster, including LEGOLAND, Chupa Chups, and Npower. 
Producing for clients such as the Intellectual Property Office, SGA looks to drive home brand 
values through creating enriching experiences that are both informative and interactive for 
groups of families and friends.

THE BRIEF

In 2009 SGA Productions along with the Intellectual Property Office (IPO) teamed up with 
Aardman Animations - the home of Wallace & Gromit - for the Cracking Ideas exhibit at the 
Science Museum, London. The exhibition encouraged innovation and promoted concepts of 
creativity and copyrighting, while also showcasing ideas that ‘make this world a better and 
more enjoyable place’. SGA wanted a fun and interactive experience to serve as a springboard 
for passing on further information to participants. They saw karaoke as perfect for groups, 

immersive - and of course, more than anything, fun! Recognising Lucky Voice’s technologically 
pioneering spirit within the British karaoke market, and feeling that it sat well with the overall 
tone of the exhibition, SGA built a Karaoke Shower installation using Lucky Voice software. 

The exhibition - along with the Karaoke Shower - went on to tour the world for an incredible four 
years before ending up all the way in Sydney, Australia come 2013. The IPO then progressed to 
a new project in partnership with UK Music that sought to highlight for young people issues of 
piracy that face the modern music industry.
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THE SOLUTION

Building on the success of their previous installation, SGA Productions felt confident in using 
Lucky Voice Enterprise karaoke software for a newer and even more mobile Karaoke Shower. 
With an innovative project centring on creating a consumer campaign to increase public 

awareness and respect for intellectual property, SGA set to ask themselves, ‘how do you stop a 
busy shopping centre with a copyright awareness campaign?’ They saw ‘karaoke as the ideal 

vehicle for creating awareness and providing a memorable experience’ as to overcome any 
barriers in seeking to promote music copyright, especially to a young audience. Operations 
Director, Mark Palmer, describes SGA as ‘keen to return’ to what they felt was ‘an excellent 

working relationship’ stating that it made sense on a practical level for SGA to develop and 
use a piece of existing kit, with which they had familiarity. With the Karaoke Shower travelling 
across the country and being set up in locations including shopping centres and exhibitions, 
SGA utilises an operator to encourage people and help them select songs. Palmer highlighted 
the Lucky Voice Enterprise karaoke software as ‘intuitive for the general public, making 

experts of users within minutes’ and credited how well the system works with a large degree 
of the project’s success. The Karaoke Shower Live Tour has since travelled over 2,000 miles 
within the UK, visiting iconic locations ranging from the Houses of Parliament in London 
to Glasgow Science Centre via the Birmingham Library, St. David’s Centre in Cardiff and 
many more. This added up to an incredible 5 days of solid singing!

“ Karaoke’s the ideal vehicle for 
creating a memorable experience ”

“ Intuitive… makes 
experts of users 
within minutes ”

Mark Palmer, Operations Director, SGA
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THE BENEFIT

The initiative looked to spread a positive message through the medium of karaoke. SGA 
together with the IPO set out to stop people in their tracks and get them talking about music 
and copyright issues. Palmer notes that it might first appear difficult to properly calibrate how 
successful you are in getting people talking about an issue. The IPO looked to legitimate 
expenditure, and wanted to measure success beyond getting a certain number of people 
through the Karaoke Shower. So success was measured through both engagement and 
download of an associated app, with the booth itself serving ‘as a means through which to 

encourage this engagement and to continue spreading awareness’ against online piracy. 
With broadcast media engagement figures of over 3 million, along with online news and blog 
reaction, YouTube, Instagram, and other social media platforms interactions, the campaign 
had a reach of 14.7 million people. With the help of the Karaoke Shower powered by Lucky 

Voice the tour and the Music Inc. app have smashed the IPO’s initial media messaging target 

of reaching 4 million young adults. Palmer described the public as appearing happy and 
responsive in engaging with information following their Karaoke Shower booth experience and 
the life-affirming joy that comes from belting out your favourite song with a bunch of friends.

“ With the help of the Karaoke Shower 
powered by Lucky Voice, engagement 

far surpassed expectation ”

“ Encourages engagement and spreads 
awareness…people are happy and receptive 

following the karaoke experience ”

Key Facts
• Lucky Voice karaoke software installed in a portable unit that toured the country

• Used as a driver for an experiential marketing campaign 

• The fun karaoke experience encouraged engagement and spread awareness 
around a message


